An Insidious Intrusion, in which demonic insect-fairies spear an unfortunate stag beetle with porcupine spines before sawing it into lifeless fragments.
Attacked from all sides, the fox has on its shoulders a bird grasping an insect in its beak, and what seems to be a crustacean clinging to its lower back. Swarms of insects hover around it: its ears are filled with larvae, pupae or wasp nests hang from its abdomen, beetles infest its flank, and its matted brush resembles a wasp's nest made out of wool. On a finer scale, a parasitic fairy forces a ruby-tailed wasp to lay its eggs in the fox's nose, while another with similar intent attempts to abseil into its mouth (pictured).
"Looking at parts of the collection with Tessa has made me think of it more as a treasure trove," says Gavin Broad, curator of Hymenoptera, in an endearingly frank account of his obsessive working life as an entomological taxonomist, "Tessa's fairies seem just as real as 'my' wasps." Farmer's work imaginatively reinforces how the museum's entomological fieldwork has evolved from its nineteenth-century preoccupation with collecting insect specimens for pinning or pickling -it now has 28 million -into an institution that is researchdriven and focused on how insect communities interact ecologically. "In the institutional ecology of the museum, artists and scientists can develop a relationship of mutual benefit," concludes Arends. "The role of artists is to disrupt engrained perceptions for the benefit of the museum, to change its course, and to reveal new knowledge in the process." 
EXHIBITION

Demonic deeds in symbiotic art
Dance of the forest
Michael Hopkin
To a literalist, dance is a celebration of the human body. Of course, it can also allude to other organisms -even, in the case of San Francisco-based choreographer Jodi Lomask, to the relationships between them. Biome, a new work by Lomask's company Capacitor, has its premiere in San Salvador this week. Like her previous pieces, it began with research scientists -here including the tropical-tree ecologist Nalini Nadkarni -sharing their insights.
The result, Lomask stresses, does not attempt to convey scientific concepts; it uses the ideas as a jumping-off point. Audience members preoccupied with looking for metaphors will find themselves frustrated. The goal, says Lomask, is to "draw attention to open spaces and the importance of pristine biomes".
Ecological phenomena are strongly referenced in the show's preview film, shot in the Monteverde cloud forest of Costa Rica and screened at this year's meeting of the Ecological Society of America in San Jose, California. A naked dancer unfurls herself towards the Sun, capturing with uncanny precision the jerky grace of a plant in a time-lapse movie. 
